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Abstract
This paper presents two kinds of nominal clause constructions in Biak:
1. Constructions containing the copular verbs –iri and  is(o)
2. Constructions containing the copular clitics such as  –ri, -s-, as well as free

pronominal clitics.
It is argued that these two kinds of nominal clause constructions show different syntactic
behaviour. The first construction with copular verbs iri and is(o) follows nominal Biak
verbal inflections. The second construction with copular clitics involves a nominal stem
plus a copular clitic which is attached to a clause final determiner form. Data show that
one copular form of the third person predicate nominal clauses can have two different
meanings. By assuming that the copular form in question has two different constructions
(copular verb construction and copular clitic construction), we will correctly predict that
the nominal clause is ambiguous.

Key words:  Austronesian language, Biak morphosyntax, nominal predicate constructions.

Makalah ini menyajikan dua tipe konstruksi nominal dalam bahasa Biak:
1. Verba kopula –iri dan is(o)
2. Klitika kopula  (klitik–ri, -s-, dan  klitika pronominal bebas).
Makalah ini berargumentasi bahwa kedua konstruksi nominal ini memiliki ciri sintaksis
yang berbeda. Konstruksi pertama mengikuti pola-pola infleksi normal verba bahasa Biak.
Konstruksi kedua terdiri atas kata dasar nominal yang disusul klitika kopula yang melekat
pada kata sandang tentu di akhir konstruksi. Data menunjukkan bahwa sebuah bentuk
konstruksi nominal yang sama dari pronomina persona ketiga dapat memiliki dua
pengertian yang berbeda. Dengan mempertimbangkan bahwa konstruksi nominal tersebut
memiliki dua tipe konstruksi yang berbeda (konstruksi verba kopula dan konstruksi klitika
kopula), kita secara tepat dapat memprediksikan bahwa konstruksi nominal tersebut
bermakna ganda.

Kata-kata kunci:  Bahasa Austronesia, morfosintaksis bahasa Biak, konstruksi klausa
nominal

INTRODUCTION

The Biak language belongs to the West New Guinea subgroup of the Austronesian language
family and is spoken in Papua (Papua and West Papua provinces), Indonesia, in the northern
part of the Geelvink Bay. The two provinces were formerly known as Irian Jaya. Biak has
around 50,000 to 70,000 speakers, which makes it the language with the largest number of
speakers in Papua.

Silzer’s (1984) and Voorhove’s (1975) bibliographies list a number of previous studies
on the Biak language. The first studies began in the 1800s when a few scholars such as
Gabelenttz and A.B. Meyer produced a comparative study of Biak (Numfor dialect) in German.
J.L. Van Hasselt and F.J.F. Van Hasselt were also very productive during the period of 1868 to
1947. J.L. Van Hasselt (1876), for instance wrote a Biak – Dutch, and Dutch – Biak dictionary.
F.J.F. Van Hasselt (1908 – 1932) wrote a few new testaments in Biak and a Biak-Dutch
dictionary. Van Hasselt and Van Hasselt’s texts were based on Numfor dialect.  Since 1975,
Soeparno, an Indonesian lexicographer, has continued work on the Biak language, producing a
bilingual Biak-Indonesian dictionary.
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The three most recent works on the Biak language are Steinhauer (2005), Van den
Heuvel (2006), and Mofu (2009). These works appear to be the most comprehensive and
detailed description of the Biak language.

Despite the high quality of previous descriptions of Biak, there remain a number of
phenomena that have not yet been discussed in any depth. The formal distinction between verbal
and nominal clauses in Biak, for instance, is not studied yet. Here I discuss two constructions in
particular:  i) nominal clauses constructions; and ii) copular verb/copular clitic constructions.
Both of these constructions exhibit interesting phenomenon to be described here. The copular
verbs and the copular clitics in question are as follows:
1. Copular verbs –iri and  is(o)which have inflections similar to normal Biak verbs.
2. Copular clitics –ri, -s- and  free pronoun clitics.
Observe the following data:
1. binamber suiri

bin – amber sui-ri
woman – foreign Det.3DU-be
‘The two are foreign women’

2. binamber suiri
bin – amber su –iri
woman – foreign 3DU -be
‘It’s the foreign woman and someone else’

The form binamber suiri   above shows a copular clitic construction in (1) and a copular verb
construction in (2).

The paper argues that the two kinds of nominal predicate constructions exhibit different
syntactic behaviour.  Specifically, it is argued that one copular form (a nominal clause which is
formed by third person determiners prefixed to copular clitic ri) can be syntactically ambiguous
(See examples (1) and (2)).

The spoken and written data treated in this paper were collected during 2004 – 2006 in
Saba  village  (East  Biak),  Orwer  Village  (East  Biak),  Biak  Town,  Samber  (South  Biak)  and
Sopen (West Biak).

References were made to Steinhauer (1985 and 2005), Mofu (2009) and Van den
Heuvel (2006). Some of their data have been consulted to support this paper.

In order to the reader a clear understanding of copular verb constructions in the Biak
language and how they are different from constructions containing normal Biak verbs, the next
two sections will discuss verbal morphology and copular verb. Then, the following three
sections will discuss the syntactic differences between the two aforementioned nominal clauses.

VERBAL MORPHOLOGY OF BIAK
Inflectional affixes occur on verbal and prepositional predicates, demonstratives, directionals,
possessives, and nominal predicates. In the examples below, I provide data that show the
inflectional affixes on verbs, demonstratives, directionals, and possessives.
Verb:
3. ifrar fasau

i-frar fasau
3SG-run quick
‘He ran quickly’

Demonstratives:
4. snon suiwa suba kaku

snon su-iwa su-ba kaku
man 3DU-that 3DU-big very
‘Those two men are very big’
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Directionals:
5. roma siponne sibiser

roma si-pon-ne si-biser
child 3PL.AN-front-this 3PL.AN-hungry
‘The children  in front (of this house) are hungry’

Possessives:
6. inai byesui

inai be-      -y-         sui
daughter POSS-  -3SG-   Det.DU

         ‘His two daughters’
Each  of  the  verbal  inflectional  affixes  will  be  discussed  in  order  to  give  the  reader  a  clearer
understanding of the distinction between the paradigm for normal Biak verbs versus the
paradigm for copular verbs.
Verbal and Prepositional Predicates
Steinhauer (1985:471 and 2005:798) groups verbal subject agreement prefixes (and infixes) into
three categories based on their phonological properties. These include syllabic (vocalic)
prefixes, non-syllabic (non-vocalic) prefixes, as well as a third category of ‘mixed’ prefixes.

Mofu (2009) adopts Steinhauer’s description, but suggests that affixes can be collapsed
into two main sets: consonantal affixes and vocalic affixes. The vocalic affix set contains only
prefixes, whereas the consonantal affix set shows 2 subsets: the first subset contains only
prefixes, which can be attached to verb roots/stems beginning with consonant-vowel (CV) and
to verb roots/stems beginning with consonant clusters (CC).  The second subset has prefixes,
infixes, and a zero morphemes, which can only attach to the CV initial verb roots/stems.

In order to distinguish which CV initial verb roots/stems appears with which subset of
agreement affixes, the first consonantal pattern is referred to as the Consonantal Pattern Type 1
(CP Type 1) andthe second consonantal pattern as the Consonantal Pattern Type 2 (CP Type 2).
The distinction between these two types of the consonantal patterns will be explained later.
Table 1 lists subject agreement affixes for each of the inflectional patterns in the Biak language.
The list contains free pronouns and the two sets of patterns for the inflectional paradigm of
affixes in the Biak language.

Table 1. Subject Agreement Affixes

Pronouns Free Agreement Affixes
CONSONANTAL PATTERN VOCAL PATTERN
    Type 1
CV-initial stem
CC-initial stem
prefix

Type 2
CV-initial stem
prefix and infix

V-initial stem
Prefix

1 sg aya ya- y-
2sg au wa- -w- / Ø w-
3sg i i- -y- d-
1du.incl ku ku- kuy-
1du .excl nu nu- nuy-
2du mu mu- muy-
3du su su- suy-
3pcl sko sko- sk-
1pl.incl ko ko- k-
1pl.excl inko (i)nko- (i)nk-
2pl mko mko- mk-
3pl.an si si-/ s- s-
3pl.inan na na- /n- n-
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THE CONSONANTAL PATTERN

The Consonantal Pattern Type 1 (CP Type 1)
The form of the pronominal prefixes is very similar to that of free pronouns in the CP Type 1
set.  Table 2 lists examples of CV initial roots/stems while table 3 lists CC initial verb
roots/stems.

Tabel 2. The Consonantal Pattern Type 1 (CV initial roots/stems)

Pronouns Prefix Roots
ba fuken kandor marisen
‘big’ ‘ask’ ‘surprise’ ‘happy’

1 sg ya- ya-ba ya-fuken ya-kandor ya-marisen
2sg wa- wa-ba wa-fuken wa-kandor wa-marisen
3sg i- i-ba i-fuken i-kandor i-marisen
1du.incl ku- ku-ba ku-fuken ku-kandor ku-marisen
1du .excl nu- nu-ba nu-fuken nu-kandor nu-marisen
2du mu- mu-ba mu-fuken mu-kandor mu-marisen
3du su- su-ba su-fuken su-kandor su-marisen
3pcl sko- sko-ba sko-fuken sko-kandor sko-marisen
1pl.incl ko- ko-ba ko-fuken ko-kandor ko-marisen
1pl.excl (i)nko- (i)nko-ba (i)nko-fuken (i)nko-kandor (i)nko-marisen
2pl mko- mko-ba mko-fuken mko-kandor mko-marisen
3pl.an si- si-ba si-fuken si-kandor si-marisen
3pl.inan na- na-ba na-fuken na-kandor na-marisen

Tabel 3. The Consonantal Pattern Type 1 (CC initial roots/stems)

Pronouns Prefix Roots
fnak mbran pdef swarepen
‘play’ ‘walk’ ‘go straight’ ‘remember’

1 sg ya- ya-fnak ya- mbran ya-pdef ya-swarepen
2sg wa- wa- fnak wa- mbran wa- pdef wa- swarepen
3sg i- i- fnak i- mbran i- pdef i-swarepen
1du.incl ku- ku- fnak ku- mbran ku- pdef ku-swarepen
1du .excl nu- nu- fnak nu- mbran nu- pdef nu-swarepen
2du mu- mu- fnak mu- mbran mu- pdef mu-swarepen
3du su- su- fnak su- mbran su- pdef su-swarepen
3pcl sko- sko- fnak sko- mbran sko- pdef sko-swarepen
1pl.incl ko- ko- fnak ko- mbran ko- pdef ko-swarepen
1pl.excl (i)nko- (i)nko- fnak (i)nko- mbran (i)nko- pdef (i)nko-swarepen
2pl mko- mko- fnak mko- mbran mko- pdef mko-swarepen
3pl.an si- si- fnak si- mbran si- pdef si-swarepen
3pl.inan na- na-fnak na-mbran na- pdef na-swarepen

The Consonantal Pattern Type 2 (CP Type 2)
The  prefixes  belonging  to  Consonantal  Pattern  Type  2  are  similar  to  those  belonging  to
Consonantal Pattern Type 1. The difference is that, within the Type 2 paradigm, infixes mark
second person and third person singular.  The second person and third person singular infixes
are –w- and –y-, respectively. The second person singular infix  (-w-)  and  the  third  person
singular infix  (–y-) appear with verb roots/stems beginning with a consonant-vowel (CV)
sequence, but not verb roots/stems beginning with consonant clusters (CC) (see table 1). These
infixes are inserted immediately after the first consonant of the root or stem.
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It is important to note that the second person singular infix (-w-) occurs in verbs such as
barek ‘stay’, bay ‘dig’, bores ‘row’, farkor ‘teach’, fas ‘write’, mam ‘look’, mun ‘kill’. These
verbs that begin with bilabial consonants when inflected for the second person singular infix /-
w-/, will retain their pure root/stem forms. Mofu (2009:24) states that in this situation the second
person subject agreement infix (-w-) has been fused with the initial bilabial consonant of the
verbs to give a single, unsegmentable morph. Observe the following examples.

7. *bwores fasau be pam iwa
  b-w-ores fasau be pam iwa
row- -2SG- quick to fish net that.SG
‘You row quickly to  that fish net’

8. bores fasau be pam iwa(EB)
bores- -w-1 fasau be pam iwa
row- -2SG- quickly to fish net that.SG
‘You row quickly to  that fish net’

Both the second person singular infix (-w-) and the third person singular infix (-y-)
apply to roots or stems beginning with / k, n, r, s, b (β,v), p, f, m/.

In order to give a complete picture of this paradigm, table 4 lists words belonging to the
Consonantal Type 2 class.  The examples of the infixes are given in boldface (for a list of verbs
belonging to each affix class, see Mofu (2009)).

Table 4. The Consonantal Pattern Type 2 with Infix  for the 2nd and 3rd Person Singular
(CV initial roots/stems).

Pronouns Prefix/
Infix /
Zero
Affix

Roots
kaber ro ra mam baber
‘return’ ‘be at’ ‘go’ ‘see’ ‘naked’

1 sg ya- ya-kaber ya-ro ya-ra ya-mam ya-baber
2SG -w- / Ø k-w-aber r-w-o r-w-a mam baber
3SG -y- k-y-aber r-y-o r-y-a m-y-am b-y-aber
1du.incl ku- ku-kaber ku-ro ku-ra ku-mam ku-baber
1du .excl nu- nu-kaber nu-ro nu-ra nu-mam nu-baber
2du mu- mu-kaber mu-ro mu-ra mu-mam mu-baber
3du su- su-kaber su-ro su-ra su-mam su-baber
3pcl sko- sko-kaber sko-ro sko-ra sko-mam sko-baber

1pl.incl ko- ko-kaber ko-ro ko-ra ko-mam ko-baber
1pl.excl (i)nko- (i)nko-kaber (i)nko-ro (i)nko-ra (i)nko-mam (i)nko-baber
2pl mko- mko-kaber mko-ro mko-ra mko-mam mko-baber
3pl.an s- s-kaber s-ro s-ra s-mam s-baber
3pl.inan n- n-kaber n-ro n-ra n-mam n-baber

VOCAL PATTERN
The vocal pattern applies to roots or stems that begin with a vowel (V). Vowel deletion occurs
with most prefixes, with the exception of dual forms, with which u is retained and the glide [y]
is inserted at the juncture of the prefix and root/stem. In addition, the third person singular takes
prefix /d/ instead of /i/.
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Tabel 5. The Vocal Pattern

Pronouns Prefix Roots
an enef ores uf
‘eat’ ‘sleep’ ‘stand’ ‘hold’

1 sg y- y-an y- enef y- ores y- uf
2sg w- w-an w- enef w- ores w- uf
3sg d- d-an d- enef d- ores d- uf
1du.incl kuy- kuy-an kuy- enef kuy- ores kuy- uf
1du .excl nuy- nuy-an nuy- enef nuy- ores nuy- uf
2du muy- muy-an muy- enef muy- ores muy- uf
3du suy- suy-an suy- enef suy- ores suy-uf
3pcl sk- sk-an sk- enef sk- ores sk- uf

1pl.incl k- k-an k- enef k- ores k- uf
1pl.excl (i)nk- (i)nk-an (i)nk- enef (i)nk- ores (i)nk- uf
2pl mk- mk-an mk- enef mk- ores mk- uf
3pl.an s- s-an s- enef s- ores s- uf
3pl.inan n- n-an n- enef n- ores n- uf

Variation
Having described the overall pattern of agreement marking, I would now like to mention some
variability in the inflection of verbal, adjectival and prepositional predicates.

The verb rires ‘to  dry  (something)  under  the  sun’,  for  instance,  exhibits  variability  in
the way it is marked for second person singular and the third person singular agreement.  In
particular, this verb can follow either the CP Type 1 or CP Type 2 pattern, as shown in
examples in (9-12).

9. warirs sansun         CP Type 1
wa-rires sansun
2SG-dry (under the sun) clothes
‘You dried clothes (under the sun)’

10. rwirs sansun          CP Type 2
rires- -w- sansun
 dry (under the sun)  -2SG- clothes
‘You dried clothes (under the sun)’

11. irirs sansun         CP Type 1
i-rires sansun
3SG-dry (under the sun) clothes
‘He dried clothes (under the sun)’

12. ryirs sansun          CP Type 2
rires-   -y- sansun
dry (under the sun)- -3SG- clothes
‘He dried clothes (under the sun)’

Some  forms  marked  with  the  third  person  plural  animate  and  inanimate  also  show
variability. The verb kaber ‘return’ may take either of the third person plural inanimate prefixes
na- or n-, as illustrated by the sentences na-kaber and n-kaber ‘they return’.  Similarly, the verb
bar ‘carry something on one’s shoulder’ can appear with either of the third person plural
animate prefixes si- or s-,  as illustrated by the sentences s-bar aina  and si-bar aina ‘they carry
the wood’.
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According to Steinhauer (1985:471), this variation is partly conditioned by the
phonological shape of the stem, but is partly unpredictable (especially for the second and third
person singular and the third person plural (animate and inanimate)).

It seems that the choice between prefixes for certain verbs is determined lexically (Van
den Heuvel 2006:158). Evidence for this claim comes from the obstervation that phonologically
identical roots, such as so ’throw’ and so ‘follow,’ take different CP type inflections.  The root
so ‘follow’, follows CP type 1, whereas the root so ‘throw’ follows CP type 2.  See table 6 for
similar examples:

Table 6. Minimal pairs

Pronouns Agreement Affix Roots
Prefix, Infix so‘follow’ so‘throw’

2SG wa-, -w- wa-so s-w-o
3SG i-, -y- i-so s-y-o
3PL AN si-, s- si-so s-so
3PL INAN na-, n- na-so n-so

DEMONSTRATIVES AND DIRECTIONALS

Demonstratives
Demonstratives are inflected with regard to number, gender and syntactic position.
Demonstratives also indicate whether the entity is being pointed out is already known to the
hearer.  The semantic ‘multi-dimensionality’ of demonstratives was observed by Steinhauer in
his preliminary sketch of the language:

“The entity designated may be defined exclusively with regard to the position
of the speaker (in marked usage the interpretation “invisible to the hearer” may
be appropriate): “this”; this meaning is opposed to the pair “relatively close to
the speaker and hearer” vs “relatively remote”; this triple opposition is
semantically neutralized in forms that may be qualified as definite articles
(1985:475).

Steinhauer (2005:814) proposes that the formation of Biak demonstratives and directional
constructions involves a combination of the following formatives:

1. Third person personal pronouns (namely articles in their clause final shape2), which
indicate the number, gender and definiteness of the entity whose location is to be
specified.

2. Those expressing position relative to the position of the speaker (S): ‘in front of the
speaker’ (-pon).  ‘behind  the  speaker’  –pur);  ‘above  the  speaker’  (i-yas), ‘below the
speaker’ (-bab), or relative to the position of the speaker and some area of orientation:
‘between  the  speaker  and  the  sea’  (-ra);  after  –n-:  -da) ‘between the speaker and the
inland’ (re-de), ‘outside the place where the speaker is’ (-ri/-di);  Two other formatives
which should be included in this list: –rum ‘inside’(as in example 9 17) and bun ‘in the
middle of (the sea).’

3. Formatives expressing relative distance from the speaker: ‘here (PRX)’ (-ne), ‘there
(MED)’ (-i, clause medially –ya), and ‘yonder (DIST)’ (-wa). The distance necessary for
an entitity to be considered PRX etc. depends on its volume. At a distance of 5 meters, a
house would be considered PRX, whereas a scorpion would be considered DIST.

4. Formatives which indicate the direction in which an entity is moving with regard to the
position of interlocutors, with the possible meanings ‘towards the speaker (VEN)’ (-
ma),  ‘away from the speaker/towards the hearer  (AND)’ (-fa),  and ‘not  related to the
speech situation (GO)’ (-ra). (Steinhauer 2005:814-815).
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According to Stienhauer, the following combinations occur: (1) + (3), (1) + (2) + (3), (1) + (3) +
(4).  Below, I provide examples illustrating each of these combinations.

(1) + (3);
13. ine

i-ne
3SG.Det-this
‘This’

14. iya
i-ya
3SG.Det-that
‘That’

15. iwa
i-wa
3SG.Det-that .over.there
‘That over there’

(1) + (2) + (3);
16. iponne

i-pon-ne
3SG.Det-front-this
‘The one (at the) front here’

17. irumwa
i-rum-wa
3SG.Det-inside-that .over.there
‘The one inside overthere’

(1) + (3) + (4);
18. iyama

i-ya-ma
3SG.Det-that-moving towards me
 ‘That moving towards me’

Steinhauer notes that the combination of (1) and (3) is obligatory.  Building on this proposal,
Mofu (2009) suggests that additionally there are two other possible combinations of
demonstratives and directionals:

a) (1) + (3) + (4) + (2)
b) (1) + (2) + (3) + (4)

Examples:
(1) + (3) + (4) + (2)
19. iyamre

i-ya-m-re
3SG.Det-that-moving towards me-landward
 ‘That moving landwards (to where I am)’

(1) + (2) + (3) + (4)
20.    iyaswara

i-yas-wa-ra
3SG.Det-above-that.over.there-moving to there
‘That over there above  moving to there (remote)’
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For the sake of simplicity, i-ne (3SG.DET-this), i-ya (3SG.DET-that), and i-wa
(3SG.DET-that.overthere) will be written as single words glossed as follows: ine (this.SG), iya
(that.SG) and iwa (that.over.there.SG).  For first and second person singular and non-singular
forms, the glossing will indicate both number and person, e.g. sko-ine (3PCL-this), mu-ine
(2DU-this), s-ine (3PL.AN-this), etc.

The paradigm for basic and complex demonstratives in the Biak language is provided
below.  In this table, a hyphen (-) indicates that a form is not possible.

Basic Demonstratives
Table 7. Basic Sets of Demonstratives

According to Van den Heuvel (2006:333), the formatives –ya  and -yi are used to refer
to entities considered close to speaker (and addressee) but not closer to speaker than to
addressee. The demonstrative ya ‘the’ is the sentence medial form. Its variant form i is
the sentence final form.

The demonstrative pronouns consist of a free pronoun cliticised with one of the basic
demonstrative elements as shown in table 6.  The basic sets of demonstratives (ine ‘this close to
speaker’, iya ‘that relatively close to hearer and speaker’, iwa ‘that far away from speaker and
hearer’ and i ‘the (neutral)’ can be expressed with no affixation.

The inflection of the demonstratives ine ‘this’ (close to the speaker (and hearer)),
iya‘that (close to the hearer)’, and iwa  ‘that’ (remoted from the speaker (and from the hearer)),
take prefixes which are similar to verbal inflections. Example:
21. snon suiwa sukaki kaku

snon su-iwa su-kaki kaku
man 3DU-that 3DU-high very
‘Those two men are very tall’

The combination of the second person singular (au-), second person dual (mu-), and
second person plural (mko-) with demonstrative iwa ‘that (remote/far away from speaker (and
hearer)) is attested in Biak. However, such forms can only be used in certain contexts: e.g. when
there  are  many  people  present  at  the  time  of  speaking,  and  the  speaker  would  like  to  get  the
attention of the hearer(s) who is situated relatively far away from the speaker.  For example:
22. auiwa nido waso ke barek? (pc)

au-iwa nido wa-so ke barek- -w-
2SG-that FOC 2SG-follow or stay - -2SG-
‘You over there, are you coming  (with us) or staying  (over there) ?’

Number Free
Pronouns

ine
‘this’
close to
speaker

iya
‘that’
relatively close to
hearer (and speaker)

iwa
that
remote/far away from
speaker and hearer

i
‘the’
neutral

1 sg aya ayaine - - -
2sg au auine auiya auiwa -
3sg i ine iya iwa i/ya
1du.incl ku kuine - - -
1du excl nu nuine - - -
2du mu muine muiya muiwa -
3du su suine suiya suiwa sui/suya
3pcl sko skoine skoiya skoiwa skoi/skoya

1pl.incl ko koine - - -
1pl.excl inko inkoine - - -
2pl mko mkoine mkoiya mkoiwa -
3pl.an si sine siya siwa si/sya
3pl.inan na naine naiya naiwa na
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Complex Demonstratives
The basic demonstratives in table 7 can combine with positional, directional and motional
markers. The positional  and directional markers are pon ‘front’, pur ‘back/behind’, bab
‘below’, yas ‘above’, re  ‘landward’,  ra ‘seaward’, bun ‘in the middle (of the sea)’, ri ‘outside’,
and rum ‘inside’.  The motion markers are –ma/-m- ‘moving towards the speaker’, -fa/ -f-
‘moving away from the speaker/ towards the hearer’, –ra/-r- ‘moving (not related to the speech
situation)’. Ma, ra and fa are the phrase final forms. Formatives –m-, -r-, and –f- are the phrase
medial forms.   Demonstratives, positional, motional and directional markers combine to form
complex demonstratives.

There is a distinction in the morpheme order of complex demonstratives that indicates
whether an entity is moving or is at rest. When an entity is at rest, the positional or directional
formatives are placed before the demonstrative marker, as in the following examples.

23. roma iponne ibiser(EB)
roma i-pon-ne i-biser
child 3SG-front-this 3SG-hungry
‘The child in front (of this house) is hungry’

In (23), the positional marker (which indicates relative position with respect to the position of
the speaker) is pon ‘front’ and it appears to be infixed to the demonstrative word ine ( this.3SG).
When an entity is moving, the placement of motion markers (or combination of motion and
directional markers) will occur after the demonstrative:

24.    iyama
iya-ma
3SG.that-moving towards me
‘That moving towards me’

25. iwamrum
iwa-m-rum
3SG.that.over there-moving towards me- inside
‘That over there moving towards me inside’

The placement of positional markers after the demonstrative is ill-formed as the following
examples illustrate:

26. *inepon
ine-pon
3SG.this-front
‘This in front’

27. *iwarum
iwa-rum
3SG.that-inside
‘This inside

These patterns show that Biak exhibits speaker-centered utterances. In complex
demonstrative constructions, an entity can move away from the speaker in any direction (close
or remote in distance) or from any direction towards the speaker. However, the movement of the
entity is not allowed from a remote area to the hearer.

The possible combinations of demonstratives and motional and directional markers are
shown in table 8 below:
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Table 8. Possible Formation of Complex Demonstratives with Motional Markers
(the symbol ‘√’ indicates a combination is possible,

whereas a hyphen indicates that a combination is not possible).
There are four possible combinations of complex demonstratives:

Motional marker
Demonstratives +
Motional Marker
ine iya iwa

ma ‘moving towards the speaker (and hearer)’ √ √ √
fa ‘moving away from the speaker towards the hearer or other target’ √ √ -
ra ‘moving away not towards the speaker or hearer’ √ - √

1. Demonstrative + Positional/Directional Markers
Table 9 below shows the combination of demonstrative words and all positional/directional
markers. All forms in table 9 are used when the relevant entity is at rest.

Table 9.  Basic Demonstratives (ine, iya, iwa)  in Combination with Positional Markers

Positional/
Directional

Demonstrative + Directionals Meaning viewed from the perspective of Speaker
ne ya wa

pon iponne iponya iponwa this / that / that.over.there in front
pur ipurne ipurya ipurwa this / that / that.over.there at the back
bab ibabne ibabya ibabwa this / that / that.over.there below
yas iyasne iyasya iyaswa this / that / that.over.there above
re ireine ireiya ireiwa this / that / that.over.there at the landside
ra iraine iraiya iraiwa this / that / that.over.there at the seaside
bun ibunne ibunya ibunwa this / that / that.over.there in the middle of something
ri irine iriya iriwa this / that / that.over.there outside
rum irumne irumya irumwa this / that / that.over.there inside of something

2. Demonstrative + Motional Markers
Tables 10, 11, and 12 show demonstratives combined with motion markers; –ma ‘moving
towards the speaker (and hearer)’, -fa ‘ moving away from the speaker (towards another target)’,
–ra ‘moving away from both the speaker and hearer’.

Table 10.  Dem + Motion Marker –ma ‘Moving towards the Speaker (and Hearer)’
DEM DEM + Motion marker  -ma Meaning
ine ine-ma this  moving towards  me
iya iya-ma that  moving towards me
iwa iwa-ma that.over there   moving towards  me

Table 11. Dem + Motion Marker –fa ‘Moving Away from the Speaker towards the Hearer
or other Target.

DEM Dem + Motion marker -fa Meaning
ine  ine-fa this  moving away from me to you’
iya  Iya-fa that moving away from me to you’
iwa   *iwa-fa *that.over.there moving away from me to you’

Table 12.  Dem + Motion Marker –ra ‘Moving Away from the Speaker or Hearer’
DEM Dem + Motion marker -ra Meaning
ine  ine-ra this moving away to over there (Somewhere far away or

remote from speaker’s view point)
iya  *iya-ra that close to  you  moving away  to over there
iwa   iwa-ra that over there moving to over there
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For a discussion of complex demonstratives which are judged ungrammatical, see the discussion
that follows table 16.

3. Demonstrative + Motional+  Positional/Directional Markers
The list of complex demonstratives in tables 10 to 12 can be expanded with the addition of
positional or directional markers (see table 9).  These complex demonstratives indicate whether
an entity is moving towards or away from, as well as the direction of the entity.

28.  kawasa  siyamra
kawasa  si-ya-m-ra
people  3PL.AN - that - towards here - seaward
‘Those people coming here, seawards’

In (28) the motion marker –m- and directional marker –ra both occur after the demonstrative
word siya (3PL.AN-that).

Tables 13, 14, and 15 illustrate demonstratives in combination with motion markers
(which  includes   –m- ‘moving towards the speaker’, -f- ‘moving  away   from the  speaker  and
towards the hearer’, –r- ‘moving away (not related to the speech situation)’ and directional
markers (which includes -pon‘in  front  of  S’,  -pur‘behind S’, -yas ‘above’, -bab ‘below’, or
relative to the position of the speaker and some area of orientation: ‘-ra; after –n: -da ‘between
S and the sea’,-re/-de ‘between S and the inland’, -ri/-di ‘outside the place where S is located.

Table 13. Dem + Motion Marker –m-  ‘Moving towards the Speaker (and Hearer)’ +
Position/Directional Marker

DEM Dem + Motion marker –m- + Meaning
Directional marker –ra.

ine ine-m-ra this  moving seawards towards me
iya iya-m-ra that moving seawards towards me
iwa  iwa-m-ra that over there moving seawards towards me

Table 14. Dem + Motion Marker –f- ‘Moving Away (towards other Target) from the
Speaker  + Directionals

DEM  Dem + Motion marker –f-  Meaning
+ Directional marker –pur.

ine   ine-f-pur this  moving in your direction backward
iya   iya-f-pur that moving in your direction backward
iwa   *iwa-f-pur *that.over there moving in your direction  backwards

Table 15. Dem + Motion Marker –r-  ‘Moving Away not towards the Speaker or other
Target’

DEM Dem + Motion marker –r-  Meaning
+ Directional marker –pon.

ine  ine-r-pon this moving to over there, frontwards
iya  *iya-r-pon that moving to over there, frontwards
iwa  iwa-r-pon that over there moving to over there, frontwards

4. Demostrative + Positional/Directional marker and Motional markers.

Table 16 lists complex demonstratives combined with positional/directional markers and
motional markers.
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Table 16. Demonstrative + Position  Markers + Motion Adverbs –ra, -ma, -fa
DEM  Dem + Motion marker –r-  Meaning

+ Directional marker –pon.
iwa  i-pon-wa-ra that over there frontward  moving to over there
iya  i-yas-ya-fa that above close to you moving in your direction

*i-yas-wa-fa *that above over there moving in your direction
ine  i-rum-ne-ma this inside moving towards me

All the basic and complex demonstratives can take the prefix an-(GIV), which indicates whether
an entity being pointed out is already known to the hearer. Examples:

29.  anine dobe ibiser(EB)
an-ine d-obe i-biser
GIV- 3SG.this 3SG-say  3SG-hungry
‘This one here said (that) he is hungry’

30.  ansipurne sobe sibiser(EB)
an-si-pur-ne s-obe si-biser
GIV- 3PL.AN-backwards-this 3SG-say 3SG-hungry
‘The ones here at the back said (that) they are hungry’

Table.17  Basic Demonstratives in Combination with Giveness3 Marker an-

All the basic demonstratives and their complex variants can take the giveness marker. Example:
31.  anirumya dobe ibiser(EB)

an-i-rum-ya d-obe i-biser
GIV- 3SG.that- -inward- 3SG-say 3SG-hungry
‘That one inside (the house) said (that) he is hungry’

The rules for formation of demonstratives and motional markers presented in table 8
predict the ungrammaticality of some unattested complex demonstratives such as iwafa
‘that.over.there (remote) moving   to you’ (see table 11), iyara ‘that close to you  moving away
to over there’ (see table 12),  and iyaswafa ‘that above over there moving in your direction’ (see
table 16). First, the formative –ya ‘that’ cannot combine with motional marker –ra because the
formative –ya expresses relative distance between the speaker and the hearer, whereas the
formative –ra indicates movement of an entity which is remote and not related  to the speaker
or  the  hearer.  Secondly,  the  formative  –wa expresses  an  entity  which  situated  far  away  from
both the speaker and the hearer. Therefore, –wa cannot combine with formative –fa which
indicates movement of an entity away from the speaker/towards the hearer.

POSSESSIVE VERBS

Inflections on Alienable Possessive Pronouns

Possessive pronouns are inflected with regard to the person, number and gender properties of
the possessor. Moreover, possessive pronouns always “comprise a combination of an element
denoting the relations of possession with a demonstrative indicating the position of the entity
possessed” (Steinhauer, 1985:477). The entity possessed is marked by the the possessive
pronoun. Observe the following examples:

Number Free Pronouns
(Third person)

ine ‘this’
close to speaker

Meaning

3sg i anine this (SG)
3du su ansuine these two of them
3pcl sko anskoine these three (or more) of them
3pl.an si ansine these (PL.AN)
3pl.inan na annaine these (PL.INAN)
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32. roma byesui (EB)
roma be-      -y-         sui
son POSS-  -3SG-   Det.DU
‘His two sons’

33. roma byedi (EB)
roma be-      -y-         -di
son POSS- -3SG-  Det.SG
‘His son’

As illustrated in (32) and (33), the basic possessive pronoun has two parts. The first part is
the possessive verb root be, which receives inflection reflecting the number and person properties of
the possessor. The inflection of the possessive verb be follows the CP type 2 pattern, with the infix (-
y-) for the third person singular. The second part is the determiner phrase, which marks the number
and gender (for plural only) of the possessed noun and which closes the possessive pronoun.
Surprisingly, b- is deleted in first person singular forms. There is no clear explanation for deletion,
and the form is judged to be ill-formed if b- is retained, as the following examples illustrate:
34. * roma ayabedi  (EB)

roma aya-be-di
 son 1SG-POSS- Det.SG
‘My son’

35. roma ayedi (EB)
roma ay-e-di
son 1SG-POSS- Det.SG
‘My son’

This phenomenon is superficially similar to a process of b- deletion which affects the
relativizing prefix be-, which can also be realized as e-  However, unlike the examples above, in the
case of the relativizing prefix, b- and Ø are truly in free variation, as illustrated by the examples
below.
36. kawasa befur rumyansya

kawasa be-fur rum-ya-n-sya
people REL-make house-DET.SG-GIV-Det.PL.AN
‘The people who built the house’

37. kawasa efur rumyansya
kawasa e-fur rum-ya-n-sya
people REL-make house-DET.SG-GIV-Det.PL.AN
‘The people who built the house’

The basic possessive pronouns in the Biak language are provided in table 18.
Table 18.  Basic Possessive Pronouns

POSSESSOR Possessor
agreement

Possessor
root

POSSESSED NUMBER
SG DU PCL PL.AN PL.INAN

1 sg ay-, y-

be di su-i sko-i si na

2sg -
3sg -i-
1du.incl ku-
1du .excl nu-
2du mu-
3du su-
3pcl sko-
1pl. incl ko-
1pl. excl nko-
2pl mko-
3pl.an s-

s-
3pl.inan n-
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All the forms in table 18 end with clause-final determiner –i, except for the third person plural
inanimate form. These forms can also appear with the clause medial determiner –ya.
In addition, the possessive pronouns can be combined with givenness marker an- in singular,
dual, paucal and plural forms.  Table 19 shows singular, dual, paucal and plural possessive
pronouns combined with the marker of givenness marker an-.

Table  19.  Possessive Pronouns Combined with Marker of Givenness an with Singular,
Dual, Paucal and Plural.

Inflection on Inalienable Possessive Pronouns

Inalienable nouns are distinguished from alienable nouns by the presence of a special possessive
marker, which refers to the possessor. Observe examples (38) and (39). Examples:
38. snari (el)

sna-ri
mother-POSS.3SG.Det.SG
‘His/her mother’

39. Yohanes swari (el)
Yohanes swa-ri
John wife-POSS.3SG.Det.SG
‘John’s wife’

One can test whether a noun is alienably or inalienably possessed by seeing whether the noun in
question  can  be  inflected  for  the  number  and  person  of  the  possessor.   If  a  noun’s  can  be
inflected to mark the number or person of the possessor and number and gender of the possessed
entity, it is an inalienably possessed noun. On the other hand, if inflection of this sort is not
possible, the noun is question is alienable.  This diagnostic should, however, be qualified, since
not all nouns that are semantically inalienable behave in this fashion; thus, in Biak, inalienably
possessed nouns behave as a syntactic class which is not entirely isomorphic with the class of
entities which are inalienably possessed in semantic terms.

COPULAR VERBS

Overview of Two Recent Descriptions of the Biak Nominal Clauses
Steinhauer (2005) and Van den Heuvel (2006) have recently provided descriptions to account
for the properties of the Biak inflectional paradigm within nominal clauses.

Steinhauer provides a very brief description of the nominal clause constructions, stating
that:

POSSESSOR Poss. AGR Poss. Root Given.Mrkr POSSESSED NUMBER
SG DU PCL PL.AN PL. INAN

1 sg ay-, y-

be an i su-i sko-i si na

2sg -
3sg -i-
1du.incl ku-
1du .excl nu-
2du mu-
3du su-
3pcl sko-
1pl. incl ko-
1pl. excl nko-
2pl mko-

3pl.an s-
s-

3pl.inan n-
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“Nominal clauses have a nominal predicate which is formed by a nominal stem
plus two clitics, the clause-final form of the article (with –ri-di for the singular,
however), plus a copula which is formally identical to the free pronoun forms
(with s preceding  the  1s  and  2s  forms,  and  with –(i)ri  for the third
person),(Steinhauer, 2005:804)”.

Table 20 shows Steinhauer’s (2005: 804) paradigm for ‘I am a teacher’ – ‘they are teachers’,
etc.  Steinhauer adds the third person form for ‘it is a house’ in order to provide an example of
an inanimate noun.

Table 20. Inflection on Nominal Predicates (e.g. ‘be a Teacher’)

Person SG DU TR PL
1IN kuru-si-ku kuru-si-ko
1EX kuru-ri-saya kuru-si-nu kuru-si-nko
2 kuru-ri-saw kuru-si-mu kuru-si-mko
3AN kuru-ri-ri kuru-sui-ri- kuru-skoi-ri kuru-si-ri
3INAN rum di-ri rum-sui-ri- rum-skoi-ri rum-na-iri

Steinhauer’s paradigm in table 20 is arranged in such a way that it shows differences in the
expression of number for third person and non-third person subjects. The two examples from
Steinhauer (2005: 804-5) below show how the forms in table 20 can be preceded by a noun
phrase.

40. bin sui-wa kuru sui Ri
woman 3d.DEF-DIST teacher 3d.DEF 3.COP
‘Those two women are teachers.’

41. mov na-ya rum na Iri
place 3p.INAN.DEF-MED house 3d.INAN.DEF 3.COP
‘Those spots are houses.’

The glossing in examples (40) and (41) follows Steinhauer’s glossing conventions, which are
different from my own glossing in this paper.

According to Steinhauer, “the copula can also be used after independent personal
pronouns and after noun phrases, which are already definite, such as an inalienable noun or a
noun followed by a possessive pronoun, e.g. aya-iri ‘it’s me’, i-ri ‘it’s him/her’, mam-i-s-aw
‘you (SG) are my father’, rum b-e-di-ri ‘it is your house’(ibid, p.804)”.

In addition, Steinhauer mentions two more equative constructions. The first
construction involves juxtaposition4, and is less frequent and perhaps restricted to constructions
involving a name such as sno-ri Vien ‘her  name is  Vien’, aya Hein-i ‘I am Hein’. The second
construction involves the copula iso.  Steinhauer  argues  that  this  kind  of  copula  is  used  to
emphasize equation and is typical of cleft sentences, which are followed by a relative clause.
Example (42) is taken from Steinhauer (ibid. p. 805).

42. snon i-wa i-so ve-duf-i
man 3s.DEF-DIST COP-EMPH REF-ill-3s.DEF
‘That man over there is the one who is ill.’

Steinhauer’s description is correct yet incomplete.

Van den Heuvel (2006) presents a slightly different analysis of Biak nominal clauses. Van den
Heuvel argues that all nominal clauses containing is follow the pattern (NP)  +  pron  +
predicative pronoun (is-i +  pron).  Within  this  pattern,  an  NP  is  followed  by  the  pronoun i,
which in turn is followed by the predicator is-i.(Van den Heuvel, 2006:306). Some examples
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based on Van den Heuvel’s analysis are shown in (43) to (46), (See also Van den Heuvel 2006:
299-322).

43. guru risaya
guru ri – i – is – aya
guru GEN.SG - 3SG – PRED-1SG
‘I am a teacher’

44. guru riri
guru ri – i – i – ri
guru GEN.SG - 3SG – PRED –ANAPH
‘He is a teacher’

45. guru sinu
guru si – i – nu
guru 3PL.AN - PRED -1DU.EX
‘We two (excl) are teachers’

46. guru suiri
guru su – i – ri
guru 3DU - PRED-ANAPH
‘The two of them are teachers’

According to Van den Heuvel, the form is and i are allomorphs (Van den Heuvel, 2006: 300 and
312). Thus, in (43) through (46) he glosses both is and i as PRED, with each example following
pattern: (NP) + pron + is – i + pron.

If we adopt the generalization that is and i are both predicate (e.g. ‘copular’ forms) , this
analysis is problematic when we consider sentences which are ambiguous. Example (46), for
instance can either mean ‘the two of them are teachers’ or ‘it’s the teacher (and someone else)’.
I argue that the i (PRED) in (44), (45), and (46) is not the copula i  nor is it the morpheme is, but
rather it is part of a determiner which precedes the copular clitic form. The copular clitic forms
can be –ri, -s-, or the free pronoun clitics (nu,  ku,  mu,  mko,  etc). By assuming that –ri as  a
copular clitic and iri as  a  copular  verb,  we  correctly  predict  that  sentence  (46)  will  be
ambiguous. Although they do not specifically discuss the distinction between copular clitics and
copular verbs, both Steinhauer (2005) and Van den Heuvel (2006) provide data which is
sufficient to illustrate a contrast between the two types of nominal clause constructions that this
paper discusses.

My approach follows Steinhauer (2005). I support Steinhauer’s proposition that the
copula can be used after independent personal pronouns and after noun phrases, which are
already definite (See table 20 and examples 40 and 41). The difference between my work and
Steinhauer’s is in the division of copular clitics and free pronominal clitics. Steinhauer states
that a nominal predicate is formed by a nominal stem plus two clitics: (1) the clause final form
of the article (with –ri, -di for the singular) plus (2) a copula which is formally identical to a free
pronoun form (with s preceding  first person and second person singular forms), and with –(i)ri
for the third person. Data I present in this paper, however, suggests that the s preceding first and
second person singular forms is the copular clitic –s-.  The clitic –s- not only precedes the first
and the second person singular forms, but also it precedes demonstratives and directional verbs.
Thus, the first and the second person singular forms are not copulas as Steinhauer suggests.
Rather,  I  argue  that  free  pronouns  that  function  as  a  copula  are  in  fact  the  same  as  the  free
pronoun clitics which are suffixed to plural animate determiners.

Based on the arguments above, I propose two types of copular forms in the Biak
language:
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1. Copular verbs –iri and  is(o) which are used after agreement forms which are
homophonous with the corresponding pronominal forms and;

2. Copular clitics ( nominal clauses that are formed by:
· Clitic –ri suffixed to the third person determiners, and;
· Clitic -s-, which is inserted between determiners and  free pronouns or

demonstratives and directional nouns);
· Free  pronoun  clitics  (nominal  clauses  that  are  formed  by  free  pronoun  clitics

suffixed to the plural animate determiner si).

Copular Verbs

The copular verbs iri and iso behave like normal Biak verbs, though their agreement forms are
homophonous with corresponding pronominal forms.
The paradigms for the copular verbs iri and iso are presented in table 21 and  22  below.

Table 21. Copular Verb iri    “to be …..”

Table 22. Copular Verb iso  “to be …..”

Copular Clitic Paradigm

There are three copular clitics in the Biak language. The three copular clitics are –ri, -s-, and
free pronoun clitics (–ku, -nu, -mu, -su, -sko, -ko, -nko, -mko) each of which is described in
detail in nominal clause construction section. The paradigm of copular clitics is shown in table
21, where the paradigm is exemplified using the predicate ‘be a teacher.’

Number Free Pronouns Free Pronouns + iri Meaning
1 sg aya aya-iri It is me
2sg au au-irya It is you
3sg i i-iri It is him
1du.incl ku ku-iri It is the two of us INCL
1du .excl nu nu-iri It is the two of us EXCL
2du mu mu-iri It is the two of you
3du su su-iri It is the two of them
3pcl sko sko-iri It is the three of them
1pl.incl ko ko-iri It is us INCL
1pl.excl inko inko-iri It is us EXCL
2pl mko mko-iri It is you PL
3pl.an si si-iri It is them AN
3pl.inan na nai-iri It is them INAN

Number Free Pronouns Free Pronouns + iso Meaning
1 sg aya aya-iso I am (the  one who)
2sg au au-iso You are (the one who)
3sg i i-iso He/She is (the one who)
1du.incl ku ku-iso We (two) are (the ones who)
1du .excl nu nu-iso We  (two) are (the ones who)
2du mu mu-iso You  (two) are (the ones who)
3du su sui-iso They (two) are (the ones who)
3pcl sko sko-iso They (three) are (the ones who)
1pl.incl ko ko-iso We are (the ones who)
1pl.excl inko inko-iso We are (the ones who)
2pl mko mko-iso You are (the ones who)
3pl.an si si-iso They are (the ones who)
3pl.inan na na-iso They are (the ones who)
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Table 23. Copular Clitics Paradigm.

Directional Verbs

Directional verbs are formed by inflecting the motion and positional verbs ra ‘go’ and ro ‘be at’.
The inflection of these verbs follows consonantal pattern type 2.

Steinhauer (2005) introduces two sets of directional verbs. The first set consists of
directional verbs formed using the verb roots ra and ro (mentioned above). The  second  set
consists of directional verbs formed using the root –is-  ‘EXIST, be there (on one’s way
to/from….).    In  the  later  case,  “the  relative  distance  from  the  speaker  has  to  be  expressed,
resulting in the derived stems –is-ne ‘EXIST-PRX’, -is-ya ‘EXIST-MED’, and –is-wa ‘EXIST-
DIST” (Steinhauer, 2005:817).

In this paper I argue that the directional verb root –is-, which Steinhauer (2005)
discusses, is actually a copular verb is-, which is similar (in terms of it’s syntactic behavior) to
the copular verb is(o), but which can be distinguished from the copular clitic –s-.

I, therefore, suggest that there are two kinds of directional verbs formed by combining
copular forms with demonstratives and directionals: This first type is formed using the copular
verb is- along with demonstratives and directionals. Example (47) illustrates a directional verb
with the copular verb base is- and the demonstrative –ne which gives the derived stem –isne ‘be
here’.

Directional verb is-ne ‘be here’
47. isne

i-is-ne
3SG-be-this
‘He/she/it is here’

The second type involves a combination of the copular clitic –s- with demonstratives and
directionals. Example (48) illustrates a directional verb formed by combining the copular clitic –
s- with the determiner marker i- preceding it and the demonstrative ine following it, giving the
word isine ‘here is/are….,here (something) exists’

Directional verb isine ‘here is/are….’
48. isine

i-s-ine
DET.SG-be-this
‘Here is him/her/it’

Clitics Number Free
Pronouns

Det +
COP.clitic

Meaning

–s- 1 sg aya guru ri-s-aya I am a teacher
2sg au guru ri-s-au You (SG) are a teacher

-ri
3sg i guru ri-ri He is a teacher
3du su guru sui-ri The two of them are teachers
3pcl sko guru skoi-ri The three of them are teachers

3pl.an si guru si-ri They (PL.AN) are teachers
3pl.inan na rum nai-ri They (PL.INAN) are houses

Free
pronouns

1du.incl ku guru si-ku The two of us (INCL) are teachers
1du .excl nu guru si-nu The two of us (EXCL) are teachers
1pl.incl ko guru si-ko We (PL.INCL) are teachers
1pl.excl inko guru si-nko We (PL.EXCL) are teachers
2du mu guru si-mu You (DU) are teachers
2pl mko guru si-mko You (PL) are teachers
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The directional verbs isne and isine can both be inflected for person, number and gender. They
can take all personal pronouns as subject agreement.  Observe (49) and (50):

Copular verb is-ne ‘be here’
49. sko-is-ne

sko-is-ne
3PCL-be-this

‘They are here’
Copular verb isine ‘here is/are…..’
50. skoisine

skoi-s-ine
3PCL.DET-be-this
‘Here they are’

In (49) the directional verb is-ne exhibits the third person paucal subject agreement marker. In
(50) the copular clitic occurs between the determiner skoi (3PCL.DET) and the demonstrative
ine ‘this’. Directional verbs formed on the basis of the copular verb is-and the clitic–s- can also
combine with complex demonstratives, as the following examples illustrate:
51. inempur

i-ne-m-pur
Det.SG-this-towards me-back
‘The one (passing) here moving towards my back’

52. isinempur
i-s-i-ne-m-pur
Det.SG-be-Det.SG-this-towards me-back
‘The one (passing) here moving towards my back is him’

53. isnempur
i-is-ne-m-pur
3SG-be-this-towards me-back
‘He/She/It  is moving towards my back’

Table 24 and 25 show the paradigms for directional verbs formed by combining the
demonstrative marker –ne ‘here’ with the copular verb is- (24) and copular clitic –s- (25).

Table 24. Directional Verb is-ne

Number Basic
Demonstrative

Verb is- +
 demonstrative

Meaning

1 sg ayaine ayaisne I am here
2sg auine auisne you are here
3sg ine isne he/she/it is here
1du.incl kuine kuisne the two of us (INCL) are here
1du excl nuine nuisne the two of us (EXCL) are here
2du muine muisne the two of you are here
3du suine suisne the two of them are here
3pcl skoine skoisne the three (or more) of them are here

1pl.incl koine koisne we (PL.INCL) are here
1pl.excl inkoine inkoisne we (PL.EXCL) are here
2pl mkoine mkoisne you (PL) are here
3pl.an sine sisne they (PL.AN) are here
3pl.inan naine naisne they (PL.INAN) are here
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Table 25. Directional Verb Clitic i–s-ine

The formal distinction between directional verbs formed with the copular verb is- and copular
clitic –s- will be discussed later.

NOTE

1  Infix –w- is not realised in (16), however, for glossing purposes, it is glossed here.
2  Steinhauer (2005) has introduced clause final definite marker i and clause medial definite marker ya.
3  Information is known to or recoverable by an addressee, etc.
4  A free pronoun is followed by a noun phrase or a noun phrase is followed by another noun phrase in

a sequence. For example: aya Heini (1SG Hein) ‘I am Hein’. Snori vien (Name.Det.SG. Vien)  ‘Her
name is Vien’.

* I would like to thank Mary Dalrymple for her constructive criticism and suggestions for the
improvement of the paper. Thanks also to the participants of the Fourteenth Austronesian Formal
Linguistic Association (AFLA XIV) conference andThe UK Austronesian Research Group
(UKARG) ALL 4 (The Fourth Austronesian Languages and Linguistics Conference) for their input,
suggestions and recommendations.

** I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for very helpful comments on the earlier draft.
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